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Indicate which of the virtual poster displays you visited: 
(eval responses were not formatted correctly on the form – only allowed ONE response rather than all 3 for a poster) 
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1 - Insights into an Academic Practice Partnership - When Both Sides Work Together 61 22  16 

2 - Strategic Planning for Nonprofit Organizations 57 21  21 

3 - Professional Association Retention and Recruitment: A Strategic Plan and Strategies to Expand 
Membership 

59 22  18 

4 - Long-Acting Reversible Contraception: Patient Satisfaction Six Months After Placement 57 18  24 

5 - AOD Use in Teens 59 20  20 

6 - Urban American Indian Clinic Smoking Cessation Program 57 20  22 

7 - Neonatal Iatrogenic Withdrawal 51 21  27 

 YES NO 

Were you able to identify any new approach or outcome that could be applied to your practice as a result of reviewing 
the poster display?  (this question was added after eval opened and didn’t always display, so answered by only 30) 

16 14 

 

Do you have feedback for the presenter(s)? 
 A recorded video presentation with power point which is a little longer than the audio intro would be helpful. 

All done very professionally and appreciated the work involved 
Did not have enough time to access these. Should have been made available a week prior to the conference. 
Done as well as it could be. 
Excellent videos and poster presentations. 
Good idea & well done 
Great Job! 
I actually viewed both PDFs AND videos for the posters I reviewed. Perhaps you may wish to change the Evaluation Questions above to 

allow conference participants to indicate that BOTH were viewed. 
I enjoyed this much better than in person as I could take my time in reviewing the studies/data 
I liked it and would do this again. 
I really liked the video poster session format.  In person it can be a challenge but this format the presenter can give the 5-7 minute 

presentation and there is access to the poster to read through all the details. Only downside is no availability to ask questions of the 
poster presenter, but there is the option to  email questions. 

I think the presenters did a good job, interesting topics. 
I thought it was excellent, great job! 
It is tough doing a presentation over the internet, but I felt the session was wonderful and the presenters did a great job. 
Liked the poster presentation. would recommend keeping it. the poster were relevant to practice 
more participation 
More time to view during conference 
My favorite was Neonatal Iatrogenic Withdrawal and AOD in teens. I also liked the videos done so I could hear from the author{s}. 
Nice job! 
One of the posters was hard to visualize because it was not formatted properly on the screen. 
Thank you, all were interesting and different, and reflects all the varying contributions of nursing to health care improvement. 
The presenters did a nice job with the videos. It was nice to still see what research colleagues have done! 
This was a great way to hear them present the overview of the studies. I liked that I could listen to the video, review the PDF and emailed 

questions to 3 of the presenters. 
This was a great way to view poster presentation virtually.  I think it was done very well. 
This was a useful way to highlight primarily scholarly DNP projects. However,  I very distressed by the way WNA packaged them. There is 

enough confusion about the DNP vs. PhD without our professional organizations compounding this. DNP graduates are not prepared to 
do research and their posters were NOT research (although I listened at least the beginning of all --and the presenters all called their 
product a "scholarly product" -- So call the poster session what it is, DNP scholarly projects, quality improvement projects and IF YOU 
have research posters you can include that in the title (clearly include in the call for abstracts).  I was very pleased with the conference 
but very displeased with how this was showcased. the posters themselves were fine --and the video creative and added interest. 

Varied topics interesting. 
very impressive 
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Very interesting to see what people are doing for their DNP projects. 
very well done!! 
videos were nicely done- succinct 
Viewing the presentations was very easy, I like the videos. 
was a definite variety of video presentations - You tube verses home in their kitchens, verses more formal; was hard to hear Neonatal 

Iatrogenic Withdrawal provider despite turning up my volume. All projects were highly relevant to APNPs. 
Well done 
Well done for a virtual presentation.  The posters were very appreciated and covered some interesting topics. 
 

 


